
Ref: AISV-16th WR- 14th AUGUST TO 18th AUGUST 2023

Dear Parents

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV-16th WR-
14th AUGUST TO 18th AUGUST 2023

ASSEMBLY TIME

Prayer
Affirmations
Gurukulam
Birthday Celebration
Mass Drill
National Anthem
National Song
School Anthem

FOUNDATIONAL STAGE (NURSERY TO C2)

NURSERY

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Kids were shown our national symbols and our
tiranga.

Pre-writing skills Little Learners traced zigzag lines to enhance
their pre-writing skills.

Literacy skills Kids were introduced to the letter 'V' and their
pictures.

Pre-Math skills Kids were introduced to number '4' and also
traced in the textbook.

GK(picture talk) Little masters were made aware of Body Parts.
Also the phonic sound of the letter 'F' was
taught.



Motor skills(fine/gross) Little fingers wrote letters on the floor with
colourful chalks.

Rhymes & Stories Little ones revised the rhymes 'I hear thunder’
and 'Row Row your boat '.

Art & Craft Little artists enjoyed the Matchsticks
activity.Also coloured the picture of mango.

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Kids were shown the picture of a fruit and they
were then asked about the name of fruit; colour
and taste of fruit.

Literacy skills Kids were introduced to capital letter V and
small letter v in their TB. Kids practised capital
letter U, V and small letter u,v in their NB.kids
were introduced to” i” family words (it and id
family words )and they coloured the same in
the phonic primer TB.

Numeracy skills Kids practised writing Number 14 in their NB.
Kids were introduced to the " Near and Far" and
"Above and Below" concept practically. They
then completed the exercise on page no 6 in
TB.
Kids revised forward and backward counting
and pasted the sticker in their TB.Kids practised
before, after and between numbers in their TB.

Language smart (Hindi) Kids practised writing �वर ऐ and �वर ओ in their
NB.

GK(picture talk) Little munchkins were shown “In the Park”
pictures from their TB, the same was explained.
Later questions were asked to them regarding



the same picture.

Art & Craft Little Artist dipped the garlic clove inside the
liquid colour and made flowers and leaves
signifying vegetable painting in their Yuva
Drawing book were done in C and D division.

Motor
skills(fine/gross/Cognitive)

Kids balanced the book on their tiny finger tips
to enhance their fine motor skills.

Little champs enjoyed playing musical chairs on
the music played.

All the kids got hold of the parachute from all
the sides and then moved the parachute up and
down, they ran in a circular path holding it.
They brought it near and then took it far. Balls
were placed inside the parachute and they then
tried to bounce it to enhance their fine and
gross motor skills.

Little scholars played a memory game wherein
they observed the vegetable pictures for 10
seconds and then each kid recalled the names
of vegetables and thus developed their
cognitive skills.

Rhymes & Stories Little singers were introduced to a new rhyme
“The Good Food Song” and they merrily recited
the same.

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

Literacy skills Kids were introduced to final blends through
video and they practised writing mp and nd
words in their notebooks.



Numeracy skills Little stars practised the concept of greater
than, less than and equal to in their notebooks.

Language smart (Hindi) Kids were introduced with vyanjan प, फ and did
writing practice in their books.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Little Champs practised lacing beads with the
concept of tens and ones.They also practised
pattern tracing on wooden pattern plates.

Rhymes & Stories Kids have revised the rhyme of Kangaroo and
animal homes.

GK(picture talk) Toddlers have revised the concept of wild
animals. They have attempted a dictation test
of wild animals.

Art & Craft Munchkins have enjoyed the drawing and
colouring in the picture of animal faces.(pig,
rabbit, dog, lion).

Grade 1&2: Gurukulam

Moment to be with self!
Know more about yourself by being calm, where the little minds get ready to
pave their path in the practical world.
The path they walk along in the Gurukulam session is with prayers, breathing
exercises, concentration techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants.
The session gives all a chance to close their eyes and introspect. Attain a few
moments of calmness and time with: “Self”.

GRADE 1

Literacy skills English Stencil - "Just like Me " textual exercises, words
meaning, difficult words.



Grammar -Revision pronoun done.

Numeracy skills Kids practised 2-digit addition and subtraction vertically
and number stories of addition and subtraction in textbook
as well as in notebooks. And solved the textbook
worksheet.

Mental maths : Solved Mental Maths sums, think and
create and think cap.

Science around us
things

Animal world- revision,true and false, questions and
answers done

Language Smart -
Hindi

�व�याथ�य� ने ऊ क� मा�ा सीखी और ऊ क� मा�ा के श�द और वा�य �सख कर
अ�यास काय� पणू� �क� या ।
Hindi Lab:- �व�याथ�य� ने भारत के रा���य ��तक का अ�यास �कया ।

Life skills Concept of three R - Reduce, Recycle,Reuse explained.

Alphanumeric Students individually solved Subtraction sums on Board and
watched Addition and Subtraction Musical Rhymes on T V
and Show and Tell with Flash cards done.

G.K Students did Oral Revision of National Symbols and
monuments of India.

Art & Craft Trace and colour Elephant in Drawing Textbook and did
crayoning in Flower Vase.

Dance Students enjoyed dancing to the song of Raksha bandhan.

PE Students participated in the semi final round of the game
1)place the hula hoops race 2) Corn pyramid race 3)
multitasking race.some students selected for the final
matches.

Music Kids enjoyed patriotic songs Teri mitti me mil java, Yeh desh
hai veer jawano ka.

GRADE 2

Literacy skills English Grammar - Students were introduced to the
adjectives 'this/that/these/those' along with textual
exercises.

English Stencil - Students did textual exercises of L.4
'What's Neema Eating Today?'.

English cafe - Students wrote "Digraphs (consonant
Digraphs and vowels Digraphs)" in their notebook.



Numeracy skills Kids practised word problems for addition of bigger numbers
in their notebooks and they were introduced to the new
Chapter-5 Subtraction of bigger numbers along with textual
exercises.

Science around
us

Kids attempted a class test of chapter 8 - Animals in the
jungle and they were introduced to the new chapter - 8
Bones and muscles along with textual exercises.

Science lab- They performed an activity as show and tell for
Skeleton made using earbuds on an A4 size paper

Language Smart
- Hindi

छा�� ने पाठ "चहूा और शरे�सहं" का अ�ययन और अ�यास काय� पणू� �कया
और �याकरण म� पाठ "नाम क� जगह" का अ�ययन �कया।

Life Skills Kids were shown and told the story of Major Dhyan Chand
and Usain Bolt for the upcoming National Sports Day.

G.K Students wrote Last 4 Planets (2 points each) in G.K
notebook.

Tech Smart -
Computer

Little kids revised chapter no 2 input, output and storage
devices(2A & 2B).

Art & Craft Students drew and coloured 'a girl holding an Indian flag'
and 'a natural scenery' in their Drawing book.

Library Students enjoyed the story "The Dove and The Ant", and
also wrote in their notebook.

Music Little stars revised all the songs done till now and started
learning a new song for Rakshabandhan.

PE Students participated in the semi final round of the game 1)
Place the hula hoops race 3)corn pyramid race 3)
multitasking race .Some students selected for final matches.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on the song of Raksha
bandhan.



Primary Section

Academic session 2023-’24 - students of Grades 3 to 10 were taught the
subjects English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social Science and 3rd Language
(Gujarati/Sanskrit). Classes on Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Arts
and crafts were also conducted for the students.

Grade 12 students had the teaching periods of the subjects; Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Mathematics, Business Studies, Commerce, Accountancy, English and
computer

PREPARATORY STAGE (C3 TO C5)

Grade 3

English Revision of chapter-3 How Old Is Muttajji, word-meanings
and question answers were done in the class.
English Grammar: Chapter-7 Prepositions , explained and
discussed about prepositions of time and place with
examples. Textual exercises were also done in the class.

Science Students learnt about the nests of different birds and care of
baby birds. Textual exercise of the same was done in the
class.

Mathematics Explanation of division of numbers with and without
remainder and division of 3 -digit numbers was done. Textual
exercises 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 were explained and solved.



Hindi

3A/B/C पनुराव�ृत - पा�यप�ुतक ग�रमा, पाठ-4 जलती हांडी के अतंग�त
आने वाले श�दाथ� , ��न/ उ�र एवं सभी अ�यास काय� क�ा म� पणू� कराए
गए l
�याकरण पाठ सं�ा तथा �लगं के अतंग�त आने वाले सभी अ�यास काय� क�ा
म� पणू� कराए गए l

Music Students sang patriotic song.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song shree ganesha deva.

PE Students selected in semi final rounds the game of 1) chess
2) multitasking race.They enjoyed very much in P.E class.

Computer Students learnt the topics taskbar, start menu, left pane, right
pane, search bar of chapter no. 4 More on Windows OS.

Library Time Students Enjoyed Quiz on Patriotic based questions during
Library period.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft 3A kids have drawn and coloured a dancing figure in Warli
style in their sketch book. 3B kids have drawn and coloured a
peacock in Madhubani style in their sketch book.3C kids have
drawn and coloured a camel in their sketch book.

Effective Public
Speaking

Story cubes activity was introduced to children wherein they
tossed the various picture dice and linked all pictures to
create their own ideas.

Grade 4

English
English Grammar: Explained and discussed about the
Prepositions of place and time / Movement and direction
with examples. Textual exercises were also done in the
class.
English literature : Question and answers and textual
exercises of L-4 Nina and Buggy were discussed and solved.

Maths Explanation of factors, finding factors and HCF was done.
Textual exercises related to multiples and factors were
discussed and solved. Explanation of Prime, Composite and
Co-prime numbers was done. Objective questions related to
the topic were solved.



Science Explanation to the new chapter How our body works was
completed in the class.

Social Studies 4 A/B/C Chapter 16 local self Government All the textual
exercises and questions/answers were completed.

Sanskrit छा�� ने सं�कृत म� वार के नाम ,स�जी के नाम ,फल के नाम और �गनती
सीखा| पनुरावत�न म� वण� �व�छेद �कया |
�જુરાતી : િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �થાનોના નામ લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ "શર�ર ના �ગો" ની મા�હતી મેળવી ,તેમજ તેની ચચા� કર�

લેખન ક�ુ�. �નુરાવત�નને ભાગ�પે "જોડણી" �ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Hindi 4A-पाठ-8, ��या�वशषेण, पाठ को पणू�तः �व�या�थ�य� को समझाया गया व
अ�यास ��न करवाए गए।
4A/B/C- �व�या�थ�य� को अन�ुछेद लेखन '�वतं�ता �दवस' व 'रंग� का �योहार'
�वषय पर �लखवाए गए।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Dance Students learnt to dance to to the song shree ganesha
deva.

Library time Students Enjoyed Quiz on Patriotic, GK based questions and
Books issued to all students during Library period..

PE Students participated in a multitasking race and some
students were selected in the final round.

Music Students sang patriotic song.

Art & Craft 4A kids have enjoyed drawing and colouring a headgear of
Odisha in their sketch book. 4B kids have drawn and
coloured a traditional mask in their sketch book. 4C kids
have drawn and coloured a lady in folk style Bengal
(Pattachitra) in their sketch book.

Effective Public
Speaking

Story cubes activity was introduced to children wherein they
tossed the various picture dice and linked all pictures to
create their own ideas.

Grade 5



English Textual exercises from Chapter -5 Sophie Meets The BFG,
were discussed and done in the class.

Social Studies Ch-12 Distant to Land exercises completed

Science Explanation to the chapter about the sun, the earth and the
moon was completed in the class.

Maths Students learnt about the factors and multiples, divisibility
rules, prime and composite numbers, co-prime and twin prime
numbers, finding H.C.F of two numbers.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણમાં “િવશષેણ “ની સમજ મેળવી તેના ઉદાહરણોની ચચા�

કર� , તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ� , અને ગ� લેખન ની સમજ મેળવી.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “वयं केन कुम�ः” का अ�यास काय� �कया। नया पाठ “काक�य चातयु�” का
पठन �कया, भाषांतर और, अ�यास काय� �कया|
�જુરાતી : િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �થાનોના નામ લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Hindi 3A/B/C पनुराव�ृत - पा�यप�ुतक ग�रमा, पाठ 7- बापू क� पाती के अतंग�त आने
वाले सभी श�दाथ� , ��न/ उ�र एवं सभी अ�यास काय� क�ा म� पणू� कराए गए
l

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calmness and time with “Self”.

Library Time Students enjoyed and did well in small summary form issued
books during the library period.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song shree ganesha deva.

Computer Students learn Ms excel-2016 with the different features like
autofill,wrap text,merge and centre and do the practical in the
computer lab.

PE Students participated in intra class skipping selections and
some students were selected for semi final rounds.

Music Students learnt Cosmic chant in English .

Art & Craft 5A students have drawn and coloured a traditional headgear of
Mizoram in their sketch book. 5B students have done an activity
of making flowers with polythene bags and poster colours on
their seperate sheet.

Effective Public
Speaking

An activity of Weave the tales from the characters of east and
west was done in the class. Students narrated their own stories
in a meaningful and fun way.



MIDDLE STAGE (C6 TO C8)

Grade 6

English Students completed the textual exercise of ‘The Open
Window’. They were introduced with a new poem ‘Pirate
Story’. Explanation and textual exercise of the same was
completed.

Mathematics Section A: Continuing the chapter Basic Geometric Ideas,
wherein students learnt about quadrilateral and Circle. Textual
exercise of the same was done in the class. Maths activity
about the Parts of Circle was done in the class.
Section B: Chapter 9 - Basic Geometric Ideas was introduced.
Terms related to geometry explained and based on it exercise
9.1 solved in the class.

Science Section A: Explanation of the chapter Getting to Know
Plants was completed in the class.

Section B: Continuing the chapter Getting to Know Plants,
wherein students learnt about the shoot system, stem
modifications, leaf, venation of leaf, types of leaf, modifications
of leaves, flower, fruit and parts of a flower.

Social Science Geography - Chapter -4 Explanation of maps completed.
Exercises of the same solved.

Hindi 6 'अ' -�याकरण-: पाठ-11 �वशषेण व पाठ-12 ��या को पणू�त: समझाया गया
व संबं�धत सभी अ�यास ��न करवाए गए।
6 'ब' : �व�या�थ�य� ने �यावहा�रक �याकरण के अतंग�त 'सव�नाम' को पढ़ा एवं
समझा।

Sanskrit छा�� ने नया पाठ “��डा�पधा�” का पठन �कया और भाषांतर �कया।
�જુરાતી : િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �થાનોના નામ લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણમાં “િવશષેણ “ની સમજ મેળવી , તેના ઉદાહરણોની ચચા�
કર� , તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�. િવ�ાથ�ઓએ પાઠ ૩ અને ૬ નો ટ��ટ આ�યો.

Computer Students learnt The internet, Web browser, URL, Protocol,
Path, hacking, hackers and types of hackers.

PE Students enjoyed skipping races.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song shree ganesha deva.

Music Students learnt Cosmic chant in English.

Library Time Students have issued subject books, fiction, non fiction and



referred some reference books during the library period.

Effective Public
Speaking

Basic Etiquette to be followed when on stage by a good
speaker discussed with the students.

Art & Craft 6A - Students drew and coloured a Sikkim traditional mask
and a pot in their sketch book.
6B - Students drew and coloured a traditional pot of Goa.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 7

English Students were introduced with a poem ‘In the Garden.’
Explanation and textual exercise of the same was done.
Students enhanced their writing skills on the topic ‘Articles’.
Few examples of the same were discussed.

Mathematics Section A & B : Continuing the chapter Triangle and its
property, students learnt about the property of a triangle that
the exterior angle of a triangle is equal to the sum of the two
interior opposite angles of a triangle. Textual exercise of the
same was done in the class.

Science Section A: Explanation of the chapter Soil was completed in
the class.

Section B: Continuing the chapter Soil, wherein they learnt
about factors affecting soil profile,soil profile, composition of
soil, types of soil, soil erosion, prevention of soil erosion, soil
pollution and control of soil pollution.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �यावहा�रक �याकरण के अतंग�त '�वशषेण' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Sanskrit छा�� ने “संक�प: �स��धदायक:” का अ�यास काय� �कया। नया पाठ ��वण� �वजः
“का पठन �कया |
�જુરાતી : િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �થાનોના નામ લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Social Science Civics Chapter-2, Role of the Government in Health completed
with exercises. Chapter-3, Explanation of How the state
Government works? started.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણમાં “િવશષેણ “ની સમજ મેળવી , તેના ઉદાહરણોની ચચા�
કર� , તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�. િવ�ાથ�ઓએ પાઠ ૩ અને ૬ નો ટ��ટ આ�યો.



Computer Students learnt types of lists in HTML.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song shree ganesha deva.

Music Students learnt the basic theory of playing keyboard.

Library Time Students enjoyed and presented small summaries from issued
books well.

Art & Craft 7 A - Students drew and coloured a Tamil Nadu traditional mask
in their sketchbook.
7 B - Students drew and coloured a traditional pot of Nagaland
in their sketch book.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 8

English English Grammar : Explained and discussed about the kinds
of adjective clauses . Textual exercises were also discussed
and done in the class.
English Stencils: Chapter-5 APRIL, explained and read in the
class.

Mathematics Continuing the chapter Factorisation, students learnt about
the application by using identities. Textual exercise of the
same was done in the class.
Chapter 8 completed till Ex - 8.3, Just. started with solving
word problems of Ex - 8.4.

Science Continuing the chapter Cell-Structure And Function,
wherein they learnt about size of cell, cell organisation,
structure of cell and different cell organelles and their function.

Social Science
(Geography)

In the ongoing chapter ‘Agriculture’, students learnt about
the various types of crops and farms of India and the USA.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “भारतजनताअहम”् क अ�यास काय� �कया और �लोक को ग�त�व�ध के
�प मे ��ततु �कया |नया पाठ “संसारसागर�य” क पठन �कया |
�જુરાતી : િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �થાનોના નામ લેખન અને વાચંન ક�ુ�.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણમાં “િવશષેણ “ની સમજ મેળવી , તેના ઉદાહરણોની ચચા�
કર� , તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �यावहा�रक �याकरण के अतंग�त 'सव�नाम' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।



Computer Students learnt about MIT App Inventor, How to create
accounts in it? and different types of tools from the app
inventor.

Library Time Students have issued subject books, fiction, non fiction and
referred some reference books during the library period.

PE Students enjoyed skipping races.

Music Students sang patriotic song.

Dance Students learnt to dance to the song shree ganesha deva.

Art & Craft Students have coloured the Assami lady.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

SECONDARY STAGE (C9 TO C12)

Grade 9

English Analytical Paragraph, Pie-chart based analysis was done
in the class.

Mathematics Practice of Basics of Maths with different types of questions
done by students and completed lab manual for activity
performed in class last week.
Practice of extra questions from the chapter Polynomials
was done.

Science-Physics Numericals were solved from the chapter Forces and
Laws of motion.

Science -Chemistry Practice of Assertion & Reasoning type questions were
done and students solved practice questions in the class.

Science- Biology The structure and function of Parenchyma cells was
discussed from the chapter Tissues

SS- History In the ongoing chapter ‘Nazism and the rise of Hitler’
students came to know about the economical and political
crisis of Germany after WW1 and the Year of Depression.



SS- Geography Students completed the chapter ‘Drainage’. Wherein they
understood about Peninsular rivers, lakes and river
pollution.

Computer Students learn the internet and different components of
the internet.

Gurukulam
Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने संचयन पा�यप�ुतक के पाठ- 2 '�म�ृत' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

PE Students played Dodgeball Game during the PE Class.

Art & Craft Gr. 9 students have drawn and coloured a Kashmiri
traditional pot on a separate sheet.

Grade 10

English Diary Writing format was discussed along with a marking
scheme. The students were given questions to attempt in
the class.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Area related to circle”,
solved all textual examples in class.

Chemistry Preparation of Sodium hydroxide and bleaching powder
were done from the chapter Acids,Bases and Salts.

Biology Students were introduced to the concept of Sensory
perceptions , sense organs and structure of Neuron.

Physics Ohm’s Law, resistance, resistivity, series and parallel
connections were discussed from the chapter, ‘Electricity’.

Science Practical Verification of Ohm’s Law and plotting the graph of V / I
was done by the students.

SS - Geography Students did map activity on the political map of India and
complete the question answers of the ongoing chapter
‘Agriculture’.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने संचयन पा�यप�ुतक के पाठ- 2 'सपन� के-से-�दन' को पढ़ा एवं
समझा।

Computer Students did the practical of goal seek and analyse data in
an openoffice spreadsheet.



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

PE Students played cricket and volleyball game in PE Class.

Art & Craft Gr. 10 students have completed the colouring of people of
Meghalaya.

Grade 11- Science

English Tenses were revised along with the revision of compound
and complex sentence formation. Students gave a class
test on integrated grammar based on Tenses in all forms.

Physics Conservation of linear momentum and types of friction
was explained to the students from the chapter, ‘Laws of
Motion’.
Continuing with the chapter Motion in plane wherein the
topics dot and cross product were done with numericals

Chemistry Started a new chapter Organic Chemistry-Some Basic
Principles and Techniques wherein the topics
tetravalency of Carbon,Structural representations of
Organic Compounds,Classification of Organic Compounds
and IUPAC nomenclature was discussed with the students.

Biology Completed the chapter Cell: The units of life with the
discussion of Nucleus, chromosomes and types of
chromosomes.

Practical- Biology Students completed the lab manual work ( Study of
external features of selected animals)

Mathematics Practice of examples in class from chapters included in HYE
syllabus and completed lab manual in class for 1 activity.

Computer Students learn the flow of conditional statements and
perform programs.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.



Grade 11 - Commerce

Business Studies Banking and Insurance topics were explained

Accounts Students have been given the knowledge and
understanding of writing journal entries.
They will now be able to solve sums by using the
fundamental principles of accounting.

Computer Students learn the flow of conditional statements and
perform programs.

English Tenses were revised along with the revision of compound
and complex sentence formation. Students gave a class
test on integrated grammar based on Tenses in all forms.

Micro Economics Students understood the concept of the ongoing chapter
‘Consumer's Behaviour’. Wherein they wrote about total
utility, marginal utility and law of diminishing marginal
utility.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 11- Humanities

English Tenses were revised along with the revision of compound
and complex sentence formation. Students gave a class
test on integrated grammar based on Tenses in all forms.

Psychology Ch-3 Basis of Human Behaviour started.Topic : Structure of
the Brain explained.

Micro Economics Students understood the concept of the ongoing chapter
‘Consumer's Behaviour’. Wherein they wrote about total
utility, marginal utility and law of diminishing marginal
utility.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

History Ch-4 (Theme-6) The Three Orders



Grade 12- Science

Physics A new chapter, ‘Nuclei’ was introduced to the class.
Completed the chapter Magnetic Induction.

Chemistry Properties, oxidation states of f block elements,lanthanide
contraction and its reasons and effects and comparison of
actinide and lanthanide were discussed with the students
from the chapter d & f block Elements.

Chemistry practical Experiments of Salt Analysis were performed by the
students .

Biology Completed the chapter Evolution with the discussion of
process of evolution and Human evolution.
Students were introduced to a new chapter -
Biotechnology - Process and Principles.

English Informal Invitation format was discussed in the class. A
question was attempted based on instructions and format as
discussed.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “ Integrals” and students have
solved all textual examples.

Computer Students learn Data structure operation using stack.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 12- Commerce

English Informal Invitation format was discussed in the class. A
question was attempted based on instructions and format
as discussed.

Macro Economics Students were introduced with a new chapter
‘Government budget and the economy’. Wherein they
came to know the meaning, objective of the government
budget.

Business Studies They have been given information relating to different
types of plan.

Accounts Students have been given the knowledge and



understanding of fundamentals relating to retirement of
partners. They will now be able to solve complex
problems.

Computer Students learn Data structure operation using stack.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS:

SHOW & TELL COMPETITION: UKG (16.08.2023)

Whistle the Drizzle, Tiny little droplets of UKG, stayed to the theme of the Show &
Tell Competition and shared a few sentences about the objects and flash cards
brought by them to showcase the Monsoon Season and joyfully participated in the
event with their peers.

We could see the croaking and jumping frog, radiant and colourful rainbow, cloud
and raindrops, colourful umbrellas with cartoon characters, raincoats & mobile
covers, flashcards with monsoon images and a lot more. We thank our dear parents
for their active participation in guiding and helping their ward and making this
event successful.

Grade 1st Position 2nd Position 3rd Position Consolation

UKG A Amay Shah
Kritvi Tanna

Madhuri
Somasundaram
Navya Rana
Vihangi Mahida

Shaurya
Sharma

Param Patel
Rushank Patel

UKG B Pratham Shah
Maheem Patel
Samarth Shah

Dwij Patel
Mayana Patel
Jilmil Baruah

Advik Sachan
Harvi Parikh
Riya Joshi

Dhvanik Patel
Reyansh Patel

UKG C Darsh Virani
Deshna
Uttarakavatam
Dhyan Panchal

Priyanshi
Ramrakhyani
Seeratkaur Bath
Tathya Patel

Mokshith
Vanjole
Matrika Shah
Pragyan Rajesh

Dhruva
Solanki

UKG D Anika Khatri
Mahit Bhatt
Saanvi Mahida

Lakshya Singh
Rahi Patel
Tanishqa
Bhikonde

Aryan Tiwari
Purva Bhatt
Shaurya Singh

Krishiv
Sharma
Priyansh Patel



INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION: 15.08.2023

Independence day was celebrated with great enthusiasm and patriotism at AISV .
Chief Guest Mr. Animesh Bhatt- TED X speaker hoisted the National flag in the
presence of Director-CA Utpal Shah and Principal Dr. Hema Abhiroop , sectional
heads, students' council and the Team AISV
An interactive session was also organised for team AISV on the Topic- Changing
role of Print media and teachers with technology blooming in education.

STAR OF THE WEEK

Each week children are chosen from C1 to C12, by their teacher to be Star of the
Week. This can be for many different reasons: Regularity, Behaviour, Punctuality,
Academics and Discipline. The children are very proud when they get the Star of
the Week badge. This week list is enclosed:

Grade Star Week - Student’s name Boy & Girl

Grade 1 A/B Rudra M Mistry (1A) Vedantika Jadhav(1B)

Grade 1 C/D Manan karena (1C) Parthy Rao (1D)

Grade 2 A/B Jalaj M Choudhary (2A) Ditya Bhatt (2B)

Grade 2 C/D Aaradhya N Singh (2C) Param Patel (2D)

Grade 3 A,B,C Rajdeep Shinde( 3C) Devansh Kachhia (3B)

Grade 4A,B,C Kavy Panchal ( 4B) Hritivi Patel (4A)

Grade 5 A,B Kush Patel (5A) Yashvi Prajapati ( 5B)

Grade
6A,B/7A,B

Aryan Kumar Bhagat (6A) Zaynab A. Tinwala (7B)

Grade 8 - Aastha Jayswal



BEFRIEND READING

BOOK GIFTED ON MY BIRTHDAY:

Name of the child Grade Date Title of the book

Afiyabanu 3C 1-8-23 Moral Stories for kids

Henil Patel 3C 14-8-23 Panchatantra

Gaurang Dad 2D
18-08-2023

The Merchant of
Baghdad




